Maia 94.192 Release Notes
No subsystem
IDEADEV-42174

Slow performance when editing JAVA code

IDEADEV-41626

Please, correct the spelling in Settings - Project Settings - Version Control - VCSs - Git

IDEADEV-41874

Exception during shutdown if more than one project was open

IDEA-51753

AIOOBE when multiple tabless editor groups exist on task switch or project close (with bugfix
patch)

IDEADEV-42010

Add unambiguous imports and Optimize imports on the fly do not work

IDEADEV-41919

'add on demand static import' changes resolve target

IDEADEV-42126

Map ID reference.VersionControl.Git.PushActiveBranches to the Push Active Branches Dialog
box

IDEADEV-41876

MacOS - java.lang.reflect.InvocationTargetException

IDEADEV-42118

Bad code is green: overridden method is static final

IDEA-51786

CDI: Injection, different jars(@Produces)

Code Analysis.
Inspection
IDEADEV-42089

false positive with "Constant array creation expression can be replaced with array initializer"
inspection

IDEA-51627

incorrect warning for continue inside switch

IDEADEV-41927

Add option to ignore trivial finalize() methods to "'finalize()' does not call 'super.finalize()'"
inspection

IDEADEV-42093

"Checked exception instance not thrown" reported erroneously

IDEADEV-41928

false negative in "'finalize()' does not call 'super.finalize()'" inspection

IDEADEV-41883

"Enum 'switch' that misses case" fails when enum class has non-enum-constant fields

IDEADEV-41933

Add option to ignore trivial finalize() methods to "'finalize()' declaration" inspection

Unit Testing. JUnit
IDEABKL-5681

Unit Tests: when no test found in configuration the progress bar has only one green brick
when '0 tests of 0 are Done'

IDEADEV-41871

Running a single test method of a @RunWith-style JUnit test does not work if @RunWith is
inherited from a parent class

IDEA-27198

java.lang.NoClassDefFoundError when using JUnit3

IDEADEV-42082

JUnit run configuration editor coverage tab: Tracing radio button should be disabled

IDEA-27168

IDEA fails to run JUnit test with $ (dollar) in the package name

HTML.Editing
IDEA-25930

CSS support not working for a long time...

IDEA-47946

No code completion for css selector for html with full content included

JavaScript
IDEA-27270

Javascript inspection error (Unresolved Type) for browser objects

IDEA-26878

Actionscript: Code indention within switch/case

IDEA-26545

JavaScript completion totally stopped working

Flex Support
IDEADEV-42164

IDEA deadlock

IDEA-51735

Good code marked red: field reference is not recognized

IDEA-51736

Flex formatting: not enough indent for static block

IDEA-51732

Good code marked red: String coercion to Boolean

IDEA-51659

0x0E is handled like a "confusing floating point literal"

IDEA-51652

Unintuitive handling of autocompletion for parameterized types

IDEA-51651

Autocompletion after ":" in strings and comments

IDEADEV-41978

Flex 4: support <fx:Private/> mxml tag

IDEA-27032

flex: extract field: "initialize in class constructor" not applicable in mxml context

IDEA-26755

mxml: completion variant for field expands to mxml FQN

IDEA-26552

flex: no completion for keyword 'dynamic'

IDEA-51635

protected static consts / code completion

IDEA-51440

Duplicate setter declaration is not highlighted as error

IDEA-51683

When completing function call with semicolon, semicolon is inserted before the brackets

IDEADEV-41981

Flex 4: support <fx:Library/> and <fx:Definition/> mxml tags

IDEADEV-41986

[DefaultProperty] annotation of parent class is not taken into consideration

IDEADEV-42039

"MissingResourceException: Can't find bundle for base name
com.intellij.lang.javascript.JavaScriptBundle" on every IDEA start

IDEA-51610

Don't suggest to replace with import a package name that looks like fqn

IDEA-51762

Good code is red: Cannot resolve file 'AuthService'

IDEA-26995

Debugger doesn't work

IDEA-26664

location of generated code (fields)

IDEADEV-41890

XMLList in XMLListCollection shown red

IDEA-51780

Autocompletion after ":" in case statements

IDEA-26388

Error running tests

IDEA-51657

Add option to formatter for having single space before type reference

IDEADEV-42182

flex: 'pull up' dialog: selection logic inconsistent with Java, allows operating on invalid
selection

IDEA-51668

Instance field is marked unused if only static methods access it

Project Configuration
IDEADEV-41827

If a library contains an external Javadoc entry IDEA will always treat the library as changed

OSGi Support
IDEADEV-39099

OSGi: libraries bundling doesn't work

UML
IDEADEV-41864

Uml project config: reset and modified state are handled incorrectly

Android
IDEA-26751

Please provide an option to make one android module depends on another

IDEA-51742

Android: full name for widget is marked as wrong in xml

Version Control
IDEA-27179

Repository view of Changes shows wrong dates

IDEA-27577

CVS Annotate: Color editor background by revision or author

IDEA-51297

Apply Patch: Show file choosed dialog as soon as I use 'Apply patch' action.

IDEA-50621

Changelists with empty names should not be created

XML editing
IDEA-26409

Major regression (again): valid XML with schemas gives errors

Version Control. CVS
IDEA-51710

CVS Compare compares with wrong version

IDEA-50684

CVS: should not be possible to import to cvs if connection fails

Code Analysis.
Dependencies
IDEA-50121

Dataflow: Show usages of the variable (not only the flow)

IDEA-27228

Analyze dependencies on whole project trows thousands exceptions like that

Refactoring
IDEA-20416

Refactor->Extract Interface usability

IDEA-46683

Search for callers in "Propagate parameters" of "Change Method Signature" dialog is not
cancelable

IDEADEV-20861

Renaming a parameter should trigger renaming all parameters in inheritance hierarchy

IDEADEV-41681

On Introduce Parameter Object refactoring, preserve JavaDoc description for the parameters

IDEADEV-35295

Smarter accessibilty detection for inner class created by Introduce Parameter Object

IDEA-51633

Moving of JSF XHTML files allows only packages as target instead of folders

IDEA-13684

When renaming a class, rename variables can break code

IDEADEV-41353

Inlining varargs-methods creates unnecessary temporary variable

IDEA-12598

Copy class doesn't work correctly between modules

IDEA-46563

Push Members Down should be able to create subclass

IDEA-51690

Rename Field: do not offer to rename corresponding method parameters if I have
added/removed a prefix (set in code style)

IDEA-43009

Move instance method changes code semantics when moving method to a class, which has a
field with the same name as the method's parameter

IDEA-51711

Extract Method adds erroneous unnecessary parameter

IDEADEV-39711

Move method can incorrectly create private method when it is used in another class

IDEA-19002

Refactor: encapsulate fields performs slow search

IDEA-51577

Safe Delete Method: I'm not offered to delete method implementations of there are usages
found despite I press 'ignore usages'

Task Management
IDEADEV-41837

Tasks: i cannot get issues from YouTrack

Web Services
IDEA-51764

When I try to generate java sources from wsdl I get an error (see attach)

CSS Editing
IDEA-38432

CSS: non-curved braces without pair brace are resolved as matching to curved braces

IDEA-27197

CSS formatter breaks css @page pseudo-classes

IDEA-49170

Кириллица в CSS-селекторах

IDEA-51180

Highlight missing brace in css file

IDEA-51072

css autocompletions puts semi-colon inside close parenthesis

IDEA-51076

Parameters info in css works inside brackets only.

Groovy/Grails
IDEA-51640

Show Groovy inner classes in structure view

IDEA-50337

Grails: navigation from view without matching action leads to last edit position in the
controller

IDEADEV-41877

Duplicate entries for "Show usages"

IDEA-50708

Compilation of java class that use groovy static inner class fails

IDEA-50719

Please provide unified font in the Grails and Griffon pages of New Project/New Module
wizards

IDEA-51639

Generate stubs for Groovy inner classes

IDEA-50459

Mirror Grails 1.2 dependencies

IDEADEV-42000

Groovy missing return statement inspection

IDEA-26402

Cannot un-check "Add --classpath" in default Grails run configuration

IDEA-26403

Maia 92.65 and 92.81 overwrite and destroy existing Grails run configurations on startup.

IDEADEV-41635

Groovy: IllegalArgumentException at GrTypeDefinitionImpl.add() on 'Inline super class'
refactoring

IDEA-25856

Change Grails SDK? - Maia UI90.122

IDEA-50685

Map help button of the Grails and Griffon SDK pages of the New Project/New Module wizards

IDEA-24922

Grails run profiles "add classpath" resets to on, whenever you edit the profile

Tapestry Support
IDEA-26518

Provide an easy way to navigate forth and back between a page/component class and its
template

IDEADEV-41936

Tapestry t:id attribute should be allowed for all tapestry tags

J2EE.Deployment and
Run.Glassfish
IDEA-26132

war get's deployed in glassfish v3 b72, but IDEA doesn't recognize

IDEA-26126

glassfish domain directory hard-coded to the [glassfishhome]/domains (2&3)

Version Control.
Perforce
IDEADEV-40945

Perforce: sometimes files modified without checkout appear as opened for edit

IDEA-26554

Files randomly loose their Perforce state

IDEA-50957

Perforce: Incoming changes are not shown (for some client versions?)
Unknown

IDEA-26871

Constantly getting "Could not save application settings: null"

J2EE.Seam
IDEA-51699

Navigation from seam .page.xml files broken in version 9

IDEADEV-40843

Seam/RichFaces tags red/broken since build 9920

IDEA-51781

Seam's @Create and @Destroy methods are reported as unused

Find, Replace, Find
Usages
IDEADEV-42139

Find Usages: add an option to sort members structurally.

Editor. Error
Highlighting
IDEA-18617

Good code is red: Long number too large

IDEA-27090

EJB QL name resolution regression

IDE Configuration
IDEA-41229

attach source directly from edit window

IDEA-19350

"Submit Performance Report" usability

GWT Support
IDEADEV-42022

Support UIBinder functionality introduced in GWT 2.0

J2EE.JSP
IDEA-27150

JSP error analysis never completes

Version Control.
Subversion
IDEA-27188

too many svn requests

IDEA-26607

Subversion: Update is not working properly

IDEA-26610

IDEA in 9.0 final can't read SVN credentials anymore (worked in RC1)

IDEA-50457

Information on progress is strange

IDEA-27223

SVN lockout

IntelliLang
IDEA-27144

Not all SQL highlighting is working for JdbcTemplate after updating to Spring 3.0.0

Editor. Editing Text
IDEADEV-41894

Bookmark locations are not adjusted as the code is being edited

J2EE.Spring
IDEADEV-42062

spring 3.0: Ctrl-Alt-Space completion does not suggest elements from new spring 3.0
schemas

IDEA-51744

NPE at com.intellij.xml.index.XmlNamespaceIndex.getNamespace

IDEA-51678

Spring support doesn't consistently recognise beans wired using @Resource annotation with
name parameter

User Interface
IDEADEV-42179

Misspelling in context menu of Spring config text view

IDEADEV-41880

Quick lists missed from list of actions in keymap configuration panel

IDEADEV-42158

Inspection icon disappears on mouse over

IDEADEV-42132

TODO is highlighting block comment end pattern

IDEADEV-42144

Open dialogs and other dialogs should remember the size I like

Version Control. Git
IDEADEV-41991

IDEA invokes git.exe with invalid command line: filenames that start with '--' should be
escaped

IDEADEV-42007

Line separators should be checked for files to be stashed on the update

IDEADEV-42214

Throwable at git4idea.commands.GitHandlerUtil.runInCurrentThread

Maven Integration
IDEADEV-41873

Maven settings.xml local repository doesn't substitue environment variable

IDEADEV-41885

When updating JAR versions in my POM, maven integration starts duplicating entries in my
artifact configuration

IDEADEV-41957

Maven: set project's language level to the highest across the maven modules, but not higher.

SQL
IDEADEV-41907

mysql: good code red: use of 'columns' instead of 'fields' for 'load data infile statement'

IDEADEV-29573

MySQL, SQLite: new table name provided in ALTER TABLE ... RENAME statement, RENAME
TABLE statement is not resolved

